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a b s t r a c t

HyPlane is the Italian aerospaceplane proposal targeting, at the same time, both the space tourism and
point-to-point intercontinental hypersonic flights. Unlike other aerospaceplane projects, relying on
boosters or mother airplanes that bring the vehicle to high altitude, HyPlane will take off and land
horizontally from common runways. According to the current project, HyPlane will fly sub-orbital tra-
jectories under high-supersonic/low-hypersonic continuum flow regimes. It can go beyond the von
Karman line at 100 km altitude for a short time, then starting the descending leg of the trajectory. Its
aerodynamic behavior up to 70 km have already been studied and the results published in previous
works. In the present paper some aspects of the aerodynamic behavior of HyPlane have been analyzed at
80, 90 and 100 km. Computer tests, calculating the aerodynamic parameters, have been carried out by a
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo code. The effects of the Knudsen, Mach and Reynolds numbers have been
evaluated in clean configuration. The effects of the aerodynamic surfaces on the rolling, pitching and
yawing moments, and therefore on the capability to control attitude, have been analyzed at 100 km
altitude. The aerodynamic behavior has been compared also with that of another aerospaceplane at
100 km both in clean and flapped configuration.

& 2016 IAA. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

HyPlane [1–4] is a small, six seats, hypersonic aerospaceplane.
Its dimensions are similar to those of a business jet and, just like
an usual airplane, it is able to perform Horizontal Take-off and
Horizontal Landing (HTHL) on common runways. For this reason,
according to the logic “a closer space and aeronautics” [5], this
vehicle can be considered as the “natural” transition of the space
vehicles concept toward the future civil aviation or toward the
development of trans-atmospheric, totally re-usable vehicle. In
other words, it moves toward much lower costs than other aero-
spaceplane concepts relying on boosters, as per Space Shuttle [6]
and SpaceLiner [7–9], or mother ship carrier as per SpaceShipTwo
[10].

Architecture of HyPlane is similar to that of Concorde [11] but
its dimensions are much smaller; the linear dimensions are re-
duced of about 50%. HyPlane is powered by Turbine Based Com-
bined Cycle (TBCC) turbo-ramjet engines plus a throtteable rocket,
rights reserved.
consuming less fuel than that of the engine of the Blackbird SR-71
Lockheed aircraft. Current studies are based on the use of ad-
vanced and green fuels (JP7, JP10, biofuel).

HyPlane has been designed to fly in stratosphere (at 30 km
altitude) and at cruising speed of about 5000 km/h (Mach number
about 4.6), covering distances like Rome–New York in less than
2 h. Turbojet mode will be used for take-off and for reaching su-
personic velocity, while ramjet mode will allow reaching hy-
personic velocity at high altitude. HyPlane has been also designed
as a space tourism vehicle; thanks to the boosting function of the
rocket motor, it can reach altitudes of at least 70 km twice or three
times per flight in order to provide the passengers with an
amazing view of Earth while they are floating in low gravity. Fig. 1
(a) and (b) show rendering of HyPlane aeroshape and of the pas-
sengers cabin respectively. Three large portholes on the top of the
passengers cabin are indicative of its tourism vocation.

It is well known that the success of the aerodynamic design of
an aerospaceplane is linked to its capability of controlling attitude
and restoring equilibrium in rarefied flow. These functions, for all
space vehicles, are undertaken by thrusters. Controlling attitude
also by means of aerodynamic surfaces simplifies this task. In
addition, an aerospaceplane should carry a lower amount of fuel
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List of symbols

b wing span
CD, CL drag, lift coefficients
CMx, CMy, CMz rolling, yawing, pitching (or longitudinal) mo-

ment coefficients
Cp pressure coefficient
cp constant pressure specific heat
d̄ average diameter of the colliding molecules
f fraction of molecules diffusively re-emitted
H specific total enthalpy (H¼V2/2þcpT)
h altitude
Kn Knudsen number (Kn¼λ/L)
L length
Lx, Ly, Lz dimensions of computing region along the x-, y-and z-

axis
M Mach number ( γ=M V RT/ )
Mx, My, Mz rolling, yawing, pitching (or longitudinal) moments
mcs mean collision separation
N number density
pD dynamic pressure (pD¼1/2ρV2)
R gas constant
Re Reynolds number (Re¼ρVL/μ)
S surface
T temperature
ts simulation time
tf time to travel the computing region at the free stream

velocity

V velocity

Greek symbols

α angle of attack
αO2, α 2N , αO molar fraction of oxygen, nitrogen and atomic

oxygen
γ rudder deflection or ratio constant pressure specific

heat on constant volume specific heat
Δ finite difference
δ flap deflection
λ free molecule path ( λ π= ( d̄ N1/ 2 2 )
μ viscosity
ϑ aileron deflection
ρ density

Subscripts

i incompressible
ref reference
w wing or wall
1 free stream

Acronyms

CoM Center of Mass
DSMC Direct Simulation Monte Carlo

Fig. 1. (a) Rendering of HyPlane, and (b) interior view of the passengers cabin.
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for the thrusters. This issue is important and deserves to be stu-
died with the aim of providing the aerospaceplane designer with
useful information about the aerodynamic control of the vehicle.

Aerodynamics of HyPlane in the continuum regime and the
flow field local phenomena at the altitudes where they are mostly
relevant have been already studied [2]. The aim of this paper is
twofold:

) Studying the global aerodynamic behavior of HyPlane in high
altitude supersonic, rarefied flow field and at two Mach num-
bers (2 and 3), representing the estimated maximum speeds at
the apex of sub-orbital trajectories up to 100 km altitude. The
aerodynamic computations have been carried out by the Direct
Simulation Monte Carlo code DS3V [12] at the altitudes of 80, 90
and 100 km. The aerodynamic behavior has been compared also
with that of SpaceLiner [9] at 100 km both in clean and flapped
configuration.
) Evaluating the effectiveness of the HyPlane aerodynamic con-
trol surfaces (flaps, ailerons and rudder). The analysis has been
carried out at 100 km altitude and at zero angle of attack,
evaluating the influence on the pitching (or longitudinal), roll-
ing and yawing moments of the control aerodynamic surfaces.
2. HyPlane configuration

Fig. 2(a), (b) and (c) show the top, the lateral and the front
views of HyPlane, respectively. All linear dimensions are in meters.
The net and the gross weights of HyPlane are about 9.2�103 and
2.7�104 kg, respectively. Considering the origin of the reference
system located in the tip of the airplane nose, the x (roll) axis is
along the fuselage from nose to tail, the y (yaw) axis is from



Fig. 2. (a) Top, (b) lateral and (c) front views of HyPlane; linear dimensions are in meters.
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bottom to top and forms with the x-axis the meridian plane, the z
(pitch) axis is along the wing span from right to left of the pilot
and is perpendicular to the meridian plane. The center of mass
(CoM) is located in the meridian plane (zCoM¼0.0 m) and moves
back and forth of about one meter as the fuels is consumed. In the
present study, the center of mass has been considered fixed at the
abscissas xCoM¼14.5 m, yCoM¼1.0 m.

The wing plan form is a double wedge delta with an area Sw
¼140 m2 and the wing span is b¼16 m, therefore its aspect ratio
(Λ¼b2/Sw) is about 1.83. The areas of each flap and of each aileron
are 9.7 m2 and 1.8 m2 respectively, the area of the moving part of
the rudder is 4.7 m2. The reference area (Sref) and length (Lref),
used for scaling the aerodynamic forces and moments to the re-
lated coefficients, are the wing plan form (Sref¼Sw) and the wing
mean aerodynamic chord (Lref¼10 m).
3. Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method and DS3V code

It is well known that the Navier–Stokes equations fail in low
density regimes, due to the failure of the “classical” laws of New-
ton, Fourier and Fick, computing the transport parameters. Even
though nowadays the finite-difference solutions of the kinetic
Boltzmann equation has been performed successfully, as evi-
denced by the high number of papers published on this topic (see
paper by Chen and Doolen [13] and related references), however
for the present application the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo
(DSMC) method [14–16] has been preferred. In fact, DSMC is cur-
rently the most developed and the most widely used method for
modeling complex super/hypersonic rarefied gas flows for the
solution of rarefied flow fields from slip flow to free molecular
regimes.

Philosophy of DSMC is different from the “traditional” fluid
dynamics. In fact, the “traditional” fluid dynamics considers the gas
like a continuous substance, modeled in terms of the physical
parameters (density, pressure, temperature and so on). The solu-
tion of the flow field relies on the integration of differential
equations. On the contrary, DMSC deals with the gas as made up of
a number of discrete molecules with translational, rotational and
vibrational energies. Movement of molecules and collisions with
other molecules and with the body are governed by a number of
analytical equations from the kinetic theory of gases. DSMC is not
a numerical method, it has to be considered just like a computer
method. The most important advantage is that it does not suffer
from numerical instabilities and does not rely directly on similarity
parameters like the Mach number, the Reynolds number. Short-
coming is that it is always unsteady; steady flow is achieved after a
long enough simulated time and, therefore, it requires high pro-
cessing velocity to reach steady conditions.

DSMC computes the evolution of millions of simulated parti-
cles, each one representing a large number (say 1015) of real par-
ticles in the physical space. Intermolecular and molecule-surface
collisions are taken into account. The computational domain is
divided in cells which are used to select the colliding molecules
and to sample the macroscopic fluid-dynamic quantities.

The present analysis relies on the DSMC code DS3V [12] for the
computation of the HyPlane aerodynamic forces and moments.
DS3V considers air as made up of five neutral reacting species (O2,
N2, O, N and NO) and relies on the built-in Gupta–Yos–Thompson
[17] chemical model, consisting of 23 reactions. The code can
consider also surface reactions such as recombination reactions,
therefore catalytic effects.

For the computation of normal and tangential stress on the
surface, DS3V implements both the Maxwell and the Cercignani–
Lampis–Lord (CLL) models [14–16], chosen optionally by the user.
If the Maxwell model is selected, the user has to input the fraction
(f) of molecules re-emitted diffusively: f¼1 simulates a diffusive,
fully accommodated re-emission, f¼0 simulates a specular re-
emission, intermediate values simulate an incomplete accom-
modation re-emission.

The code is “sophisticated” (termed also DSMC07). As widely
reported in literature [18–21], a sophisticated code implements
computing procedures providing efficiency and accuracy higher
than those from a “basic” DSMC code (termed also DSMC94). A
sophisticated code, in fact, is based on two sets of cells (collision
and sampling cells) with the related cell adaptation and imple-
ments methods promoting nearest neighbor collisions. This type
of code generates automatically computational parameters such as
numbers of cells, of simulated particles by the input numbers of
megabytes and of free stream number density and provides opti-
mal time step. Finally, the same collision pair cannot have se-
quential collisions. This procedure avoids a second collision be-
tween the same collision partners; this is physically impossible
because after a collision, the molecules move away in opposite
directions.

Besides being “sophisticated”, DS3V is also “advanced”. It allows



Table 1
Input data to DS3V and overall Knudsen numbers.

h [km] ρ1 [kg/m3] N1 [m�3] T1 [K] α ∞O2 α ∞N2 αO1 Kn1L

100 5.59�10�7 1.19�1019 196 0.1798 0.7750 0.0452 5.59�10�3

90 3.39�10�6 7.12�1019 187 0.2075 0.7792 0.0133 9.37�10�4

80 1.83�10�5 3.84�1020 199 0.2095 0.7808 0.0097 1.74�10�4

Table 2
Free stream velocity, dynamic pressure, total enthalpy, Mach and Reynolds
numbers.

h [km] V1 [m/s] pD1 [N/m2] H1 [MJ/kg] M1 Re1L

100 570 9.08�10�2 3.59�10�1 2 6.08�102

100 855 2.04�10�1 5.63�10�1 3 9.11�102

90 542 4.98�10�1 3.35�10�1 2 3.74�102

90 827 1.16�10�0 5.30�10�1 3 5.61�102

80 568 2.95�10�0 3.61�10�1 2 1.98�104

80 852 6.64�10�0 5.63�10�1 3 2.97�104
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the user to evaluate the quality of a simulation. The user can verify
that the number of simulated particles and collision cells are
adequate; this task is fulfilled by the on line visualization of the
ratio between the molecule mean collision separation (mcs) and
the mean free path (λ) in each computational cell. In addition, the
codes allow the user to change, during a run, the number of si-
mulated particles. The ratio mcs/λ has to be less than unity ev-
erywhere in the computational domain; more specifically, Bird
[12,18–21] suggests 0.2 as a limit value for an optimal quality of
the run. In addition, the code gives the user information about the
stabilization of the runs by means of the profile of the number of
simulated particles as a function of the simulated time. The sta-
bilization of a DSMC calculation is achieved when this profile be-
comes jagged and included within a band defined by the standard
deviation of the number of simulated particles.
4. Test conditions

Table 1 reports some free stream input data to DS3V and
physical parameters at the altitudes (h) of 80, 90 and 100 km from
the US Standard Atmosphere 1976. The free stream velocities, re-
ported in Table 2, were such that, at the same altitudes, Mach
numbers 2 and 3 are fulfilled. The Reynolds and the Knudsen
numbers, based on the overall length of the vehicle (L¼25.3 m)
are also reported. The overall Knudsen numbers verify that the
flow fields practically are in continuum low density regime or in
slip flow. In fact, according to Moss [22], the transitional regime is
defined by:

10�3oKn1Lo50.
In this application, the diffusive, fully accommodated Maxwell

model (f¼1) has been used. The wall temperature (Tw¼300 K)
was supposed constant and uniform along the whole vehicle. Due
to the low value of velocity therefore of the free stream energy
level (H1) of the flow (see Table 2), dissociation of Oxygen and
Nitrogen is negligible (the dissociation energy of Oxygen and Ni-
trogen are 15.4 and 33.6 MJ/kg, respectively) therefore no wall
reaction was implemented.

Tests were carried out in the range of angles of attack (α) �5°
to 30°with a step of 5°, considering HyPlane in clean configuration
(δ¼ϑ¼γ¼0°). Tests, evaluating the effectiveness of the HyPlane
flaps, were carried out at h¼100 km (M1¼2), at zero angle of
attack and in the range of the flaps deflection angle (δ) �25° to
25°. The computations in symmetric flight, i.e. with no aileron
(ϑ¼0°) and with no rudder (γ¼0°), took advantage of the sym-
metry of the flow field. Computations were, in fact, carried out on
half body; the plane of symmetry of the vehicle lies on the x–y
plane. The computing region was a parallelepiped: Lx¼30 m, Ly
¼19 m and Lz¼11 m. The computations in not-symmetric flight
(i.e. with ϑ≠0 or γ≠0) were carried out in a double sized paralle-
lepiped Lx¼30 m, Ly¼19 m and Lz¼22 m and at h¼100 km and
M1¼2. Tests evaluating efficiency of the aileron (ϑ) and the
rudder (γ) were carried out in the range of 0–25° at h¼100 km.
Also for these cases, the step of the deflection angle was 5°.
5. Accuracy of the computations

The input number of megabytes, used for the present tests,
ranged in the interval 150–200. Unfortunately, the user can only
roughly control the number of cells by setting the input number of
divisions and elements in each division; the higher the number of
elements the higher the number of the cells after the adaptation
process. DS3V suggests an optimal number of molecules/cell for
adapting both collision and sampling cells. An increment of the
number of cells can be achieved also by inputting a smaller
number of molecules/cell. All runs relied on a number of simulated
molecules of about 5.5�106. As the cell adaptation process was
fulfilled by means of 6 molecules for collision cell and 20 mole-
cules for sampling cell, the number of collision and sampling cells
were about 106 and 2.7�105. According to the logic of the DSMC
adaptation process, the cells are not of the same size neither are
uniformly distributed in the flow field. The cells are smaller and
their number is higher where there is a higher number of mole-
cules and thus where there is an higher density.

In addition to the mcs/λ parameter (as said before, a correct
DSMC simulation is achieved when mcs/λo1 everywhere in the
computing dominion or in each collision cell), the quality of a
DSMC run was evaluated also in terms of simulation time (ts). In
fact, the longer the simulation time the larger the sample size
during a run and therefore the time averaging the fluid-dynamic
quantities during the evolution toward the steady state conditions.
The average of the molecular properties is equivalent to making
the calculation with a larger number of molecules. It could then be
possible to achieve a one to one correspondence between real and
simulated molecules so that the fluctuations match those in real
gas. A rule of thumb suggests to consider a run stabilized, from a
fluid-dynamic point of view, when ts/tf≅10; tf is the time to travel
the computing region at the free stream velocity. Finally, DS3V has
a function to evaluate the stabilization of a run by means of the
condition that the profile of the “molecule number history” gets
jagged.

Even though the ratio mcs/λ is a local parameter, computed in
each collision cell, Table 3 reports values of mcs/λ, averaged in the
flow field, obtainable by the 2-D plot shown during the DS3V run.
Table 3 reports also the ratio ts/tf. To be conservative both mcs/λ
and ts/tf reported in the table are those obtained at the most se-
vere test conditions:

� α¼30° in clean configuration.
� α¼0° with the control surfaces deflected at maximum angles:
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δ¼�25°, δ¼25°, ϑ¼725° and γ¼25°.

It is shown that all computations at h¼100 km satisfy the re-
quirements of accurate computations from both DSMC and aero-
dynamic points of view. Even though the values of mcs/λ do not
satisfy the optimal limit value of 0.2 by Bird, they are always
smaller than one in each run, as required by the method.

As reported in Table 4, the same remark about the ratio mcs/λ
can be made for the tests at h¼90 km. On the contrary, at
h¼80 km the DSMC calculation accuracy requirements is not sa-
tisfied and, by the way, DS3V runs are more demanding. This is
coherent with the intrinsic DSMC formulation as reported by Bird
[15], because the duration of the physical flow time increases with
decreasing rarefaction. Thus, considering that, at around 80 km
altitude, the rarefaction level makes problematic the solution of a
flow field by both DSMC and Navier–Stokes solvers as well, the
results obtained in the present work can be accepted as pre-
liminary and only qualitatively indicative of the aerodynamic be-
havior of HyPlane. On the other hand, an improvement of the
DSMC results in terms of reducing mcs/λ is technically feasible by
using a larger number of simulated molecules and collision cells,
implying more powerful computer both in terms of core storage
and processing velocity. The current trend is using versions of
DSMC code operating on multi-processors computers.
Table 3
Quality of computation at h¼100 km.

α¼30° δ¼�25° δ¼25° ϑ¼725° γ¼25°

mcs/λ 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.5
ts/tf 12 9 19 59 106

Table 4
Quality of computation at h¼90 and h¼80 km.

h¼90 km, α¼30° h¼80 km, α¼30°

mcs/λ 0.9 2
ts/tf 6 9

Fig. 3. 3-D maps of pressure on the top (a) and on the bottom surfa
6. Analysis of results

Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the 3-D maps of the pressure distribution
on the top (a) and on the bottom (b) surface of HyPlane at
h¼100 km, α¼20°, δ¼25°, ϑ¼710° and γ¼0°. Due to the low
values of both free stream velocity and density, the total pressure
is very low; the full scale of the graphics is about 8�10�2 Pa, free
stream static pressure at h¼100 km is 3.22�10�2 Pa and pressure
on the lower surface is about 4 times that on the upper surface.

Fig. 4(a)–(d) show the profiles of the lift (CL (a)) and drag (CD
(b)) coefficients, aerodynamic efficiency (CL/CD (c)) and pitching
moment coefficient (CMZ (d)); the reduction pole is the center of
mass. The computations were carried out in clean configuration
(δ¼ϑ¼γ¼0°) as functions of the angle of attack (α) at h¼80, 90
and 100 km and at the free stream Mach numbers 2 and 3 with no
thrust by both the engines and the rocket.

In agreement with the well known supersonic similarity rule

( = −∞C C M/ 1p pi
2 where Cp is the pressure coefficient and “i” is for

incompressible flow [23]), the lift, drag and moment coefficients at
M1¼3 are smaller than those at M1¼2, being these aerodynamic
coefficients integrals of the pressure coefficients along the body
surface.

Tables 5 and 6 make possible the quantification of the effects of
the Mach, Reynolds and Knudsen numbers by means of important
aerodynamic parameters such as the slopes of the lift and of the
pitching moment coefficients versus the angle of attack, the
minimum drag coefficient and the maximum aerodynamic effi-
ciency. Being the lift and moment curves pretty linear, the slopes
(dCL/dα and dCMz/dα) have been computed on the whole interval
of angles of attack by the ratios of finite differences ΔCL/Δα and
ΔCMz/Δα.

The lift curve slope decreases with both the free stream Mach
and Knudsen numbers while the influence of both numbers on the
pitching moment coefficient slope appears to be secondary. The
minimum drag coefficient is influenced both by the Knudsen and
the Reynolds numbers; it increases with the Knudsen number and
decreases with the Reynolds number. The minimum drag coeffi-
cients are met at α¼0° at all analyzed conditions. The maximum
efficiency is influenced in opposite direction of the drag coefficient
by the Knudsen and Reynolds numbers. The angle of maximum
efficiency is 20° at all analyzed conditions.

Fig. 4(d) verifies that, at each altitude and Mach number, the
longitudinal equilibrium (CMz¼0) is achieved at an angle of attack
of α≅�5°. A positive flap deflection (i.e. anti-clock-wise or
ce of HyPlane: h¼100 km, α¼20°, δ¼25°, ϑ¼710°, and γ¼0°.
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Fig. 4. (a) Lift coefficient, (b) drag coefficient, (c) aerodynamic efficiency and (d) pitching moment coefficient in clean configuration as function of the angle of attack.

Table 5
Aerodynamic parameters at M1¼2.

h [km] ΔCL/Δα [deg.�1] ΔCMz/Δα [deg.�1] CDmin (CL/CD)max

100 0.0246 �0.0040 0.2745 1.1060
90 0.0249 �0.0040 0.2142 1.2719
80 0.0258 �0.0037 0.2378 1.1442

Table 6
Aerodynamic parameters at M1¼3.

h [km] ΔCL/Δα [deg.�1] ΔCMz/Δα [deg.�1] CDmin (CL/CD)max

100 0.0208 �0.0036 0.2147 1.0933
90 0.0210 �0.0036 0.1752 1.1912
80 0.0219 �0.0035 0.2044 1.1659
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upward) of δ¼25° involves a shift of the equilibrium angle of at-
tack to about 5°. As shown in Fig. 5, this deflection of the flap
produces a different aerodynamic behavior of the vehicle. More
specifically, at h¼100 km and M1¼2, the effects of a flap deflec-
tion of δ¼25° are:
i. The zero lift angle of attack moves from 0 to 5°.
ii. CDmin (at α¼0°) increases from 0.2745 to 0.2851, the percentage

variation is about 4%.
iii. ΔCL/Δα decreases from 0.0246 to 0.0240 [deg.�1], the per-

centage variation is �2%.
iv. (CL/CD)max decreases from 1.1060 to 1.054, the percentage var-

iation is �4%.
v. ΔCMz/Δα increases from �0.0040 to �0.0035 [deg.�1], the

percentage variation is �13%.

As reported in Fig. 5(d), the displacement of the center of mass
strongly reduces the pitching moment slopes. For example, if xCoM
¼15.0 m is assumed as reduction pole, the values of ΔCMz/Δα are
�0.0013 and �0.0001 [deg.�1] in clean and flapped configuration,
respectively. If xCoM¼14.5 m is assumed as reduction pole, these
values are �0.0041 and �0.0034, respectively.

In order to enhance the aerodynamic analysis of HyPlane, in
rarefied flow, its global aerodynamic coefficients, are compared
with those of SpaceLiner computed by Zuppardi et al. [9] by means
of the same DSMC code. Considering the different aerodynamic
test conditions or Knudsen, Mach and Reynolds numbers
(KnL1¼2.16�10�3, Ma1¼12 and ReL1¼8.04�103 for Space-
Liner) and (KnL1¼5.59�10�3, Ma1¼3 and ReL1¼9.11�102 for
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HyPlane) linked to the different dimensions of the airplanes
(the fuselage length of SpaceLiner is 63 m) and to the different
free stream velocity (the free stream velocity of SpaceLiner is
4500 m/s) linked to different trajectories, the comparison can
provide only preliminary information. Fig. 6(a), (b), (c) and (d),
compare the lift, drag, aerodynamic efficiency and longitudinal
moment coefficients and Table 7 reports the values of some
meaningful parameters evaluated at h¼100 km. The values re-
ported in the table indicate that the aerodynamic behavior, at this
altitude, of SpaceLiner is better than that of HyPlane.

Trim conditions are calculated considering for each angle of
attack the flaps deflection necessary in order to bring the aero-
dynamic center near to the center of mass. Tables 8 and 9 show the
trim angles of attack for the flight conditions of h¼100 km, M1¼2
and h¼80 km, M1¼3, respectively. The trim angle is always in the
range �5° to 5°. The equilibrium attitude at small angle of attack
could be therefore guaranteed with continuous variation of the
flaps deflection during the suborbital parabola. For higher angles
of attack, the flaps deflections should become too large to be
realistic. The lift, drag coefficients and the related aerodynamic
efficiency are reported to evaluate the coupling effects of the flap
deflection and the trim angles, in particular a flap deflection of 25°
and the trim angle of þ5° makes the lift positive.

In order to provide the flight mechanic designer with direct
and immediate information about the HyPlane attitude control
capability on the longitudinal and lateral-directional planes by
means of aerodynamic surfaces, the aerodynamic moments are
plotted in terms of dimensional quantities. The moments, shown
in the following figures, are those computed at α¼0°, h¼100 km
and M1¼2 conditions (Table 2). Fig. 7(a) shows the effects of the
flaps deflection (δ) on the pitching moment (Mz). Fig. 7(b) and
(c) provide an evaluation of the effects of the deflection angles of
the ailerons (ϑ) and of the rudder (γ) on the rolling (Mx) and
yawing (My) moments. Also the rolling and the yawing moments
are computed around the center of mass located at xCoM¼14.5 m.
In order to quantify the effects of the aerodynamic control sur-
faces, Table 10 reports the slopes averaged on all deflection angles.
The effects of the ailerons are prevalent on the rolling and the
effects of the rudder are prevalent on the yawing moments. In fact,
the effect on the rolling moment produced by the ailerons
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Table 7
Comparison of aerodynamic parameters at h¼100 km.

Vehicle ΔCL/Δα [deg.�1] ΔCMz/Δα [deg.�1] CDmin (CL/CD)max

SpaceLiner, δ¼0° 0.0344 �0.0009 0.1968 1.1509
SpaceLiner, δ¼�35° 0.0366 �0.0027 0.2091 1.0356
HyPlane, δ¼0° 0.0208 �0.0036 0.2147 1.0933
HyPlane, δ¼�25° 0.0240 �0.0035 0.2851 1.0542

Table 8
Equilibrium angles of attack and corresponding. aerodynamic parameters:
h¼100 km, M1¼2.

δ [deg.] αtrim [deg.] CL CD CL/CD

0 �5 �0.0585 0.1183 �0.4947
15 0 �0.0238 0.1200 �0.1983
25 5 0.0171 0.1166 0.1469

Table 9
Equilibrium angle of attack and corresponding.aerodynamic parameters: h¼80 km,
M1¼3.

δ [deg.] αtrim [deg.] CL CD CL/CD

0 �5 �0.0553 0.0863 �0.6407
15 0 �0.0230 0.0807 �0.2854
25 5 0.0377 0.2207 0.1708
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deflection is about four times larger than that produced by the
rudder deflection while the effect on the yawing moment by the
rudder is about twice larger than that due to the ailerons.
By neglecting the effects of the Knudsen, Reynolds and Mach
numbers, a preliminary evaluation of the aerodynamic moments
at other flight conditions in the altitude interval 80–100 km and in
the Mach number interval 2–3, can be preliminary achieved by
scaling these data via the free stream dynamic pressure (pD1, see
Table 2).
7. Conclusions

Since preliminary computations verified that the propulsion
system of the Italian space tourism vehicle HyPlane allows this
aerospaceplane to reach altitudes as high as 100 km and more, in
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Table 10
Slopes of moments versus the deflection angle of the control surfaces.

dMz/dδ [Nm/
deg.]

dMx/dϑ [Nm/
deg.]

dMx/dγ [Nm/
deg.]

dMy/dϑ [Nm/
deg.]

dMy/dγ [Nm/
deg.]

0.1800 0.0493 0.0206 0.0041 0.0154
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the present paper some aspects of the aerodynamic behavior of
the vehicle have been analyzed in rarefied (continuum low den-
sity) regime. Computations by the DSMC code DS3V have been
carried out at the altitudes of 80, 90 and 100 km and at Mach
number of 2 and 3. The aerodynamic behavior, in terms of global
coefficients, has been compared also with that of SpaceLiner at
100 km both in clean and flapped configuration.

Computations showed that, in clean configuration and at high
altitude, the trim angle of attack is about �5° and that thanks to
the flap deflection of þ25° the trim angle of attack shifts to 5°,
verifying the longitudinal attitude control capability. Other atti-
tude control capabilities related to ailerons and rudder have been
also evaluated. Tests have been carried out at zero angle of attack
and 100 km altitude, in the �25° to 25° flaps deflection angle
range and in the 0–25° ailerons and rudder deflection angle range.
An evaluation of the aerodynamic moments at other analyzed test
conditions can be preliminary fulfilled by scaling these data with
the dynamic pressure.

The verified HyPlane attitude control capability by means of
aerodynamic surfaces is very useful because allows HyPlane to
reduce the amount of fuel for the thrusters.
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